
Risk Control

Overview
Vacant and idle facilities present a higher level of exposure for fire, theft and vandalism, water damage and many 

other perils. Here are some tips to protect your business and reduce the risk before, during and after idle periods.  

Before: Conduct a Risk Assessment and Prepare for Shutdown
Prior to idling a facility, conduct a risk assessment to identify 
potential vulnerabilities and the measures necessary to protect 
the structure for the duration of the vacancy or idle period. 
Consider the following questions:

How will facilities be inspected and maintained during the 
vacancy period?
• Who will be responsible, and what will be included in the 

inspection process? How will they be tracked and monitored, 
and how will concerns or problems be addressed? 

• Is ongoing 3rd party maintenance required for the building 
and its systems during the idle period?

• Do we have the capability to monitor environmental 
conditions and equipment remotely using IoT sensor 
technology or other remote monitoring technologies?

What additional security exposures may exist when facilities 
are vacant or idle? 
• Will security staff be present and able to conduct inspections? 

Will their hours need to be extended on account of the 
vacancy? Will their response procedures need to be updated?

• If video surveillance is in place, can I access and view live and 
recorded content remotely?

• Are there are combustible materials around my site that 
should be moved inside or away from the structure to reduce 
the risk of arson or vandalism? 

• How will the building be physically secured (locks, alarm 
systems, windows, etc.)?

• What utilities are essential to maintain within the building, and 
which can be safely shut down to reduce risk? 

• Are any special procedures required for idling key machinery 
and equipment? How will we monitor utility disruptions, such 
as power loss? Are notification and response procedures/
call trees in place for temperature sensitive equipment and 
contents?

• Have key technology assets, documents and supplies 
necessary to maintain business operations been removed to a 
secure location? 

• How will fire protection and detection systems be inspected, 
tested and maintained? 

• Will domestic water systems need to be shut off and drained 
to prevent freezing or reduce the overall risk of undetected 
water damage? 

During: Site Inspections (include photo here of people 
inspecting building, inside or outside)
Periodic inspections of the premises should be conducted 
regularly – at least once a week. If security personnel remain 
at the site, they may be able to perform site inspections or 
supplement normal inspections with additional checks on key 
areas. IoT technology such as temperature, humidity, moisture, 
valve position and other similar sensors can be leveraged as part 
of the inspection process when set up for remote monitoring. 
However, these systems may not be comprehensive and should 
not be relied upon solely for monitoring facilities during idle or 
vacant periods. 
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An effective site inspection includes the following: 
• Conduct a complete tour of the exterior of the building to 

identify signs of entry or vandalism, clogged or blocked drains, 
pest control equipment and similar maintenance needs. If it 
appears unlawful entry has been made, contact law enforcement 
prior to entering the building. 

• Check all areas of the interior and pay particular attention to 
environmental conditions in the building; ensure all HVAC 
systems are in good working order and thermostats are operable. 
Maintain temperatures above 40° F (preferably above 50° F) to 
ensure integrity of any active plumbing systems and sprinkler 
protection.

• Check to ensure all fire protection systems are in operable 
condition and key control valves are open and secured. Fire 
sprinkler systems should not be turned off or drained except in an 
emergency or when heat cannot be maintained. In these cases, 
report the impairment to CNA Risk Control at impairment@cna.
com or by calling 866-IMPAIR9 (866-467-2479).

• Undetected water damage is a significant concern in vacant and 
idle buildings. Look for leaks or signs of water intrusion, such as 
stained ceiling tiles or other interior surfaces. If domestic water 
or other utilities have been turned off, check shutoff valves to 
ensure no issues such as leaks have developed. Drain domestic 
plumbing systems and add food grade antifreeze to all plumbing 
fixtures (sinks, toilets, etc.) to avoid freeze-up of drain traps if cold 
weather is anticipated. 

• If the roof is accessible, check for clogged roof drains, rooftop 
structure damage from recent storms, and evidence of 
unauthorized access via roof hatches, skylights or stairwell doors.

After: Occupying the Building/Restarting Systems and 
Equipment
When the time comes to reoccupy the facility, take the following 
steps to ensure a smooth transition back to full operation:

• If domestic plumbing systems have been shut off or drained, 
restore systems by slowly opening valves to reduce the risk of 
water hammer. If possible, restore systems section by section 
to allow for a visual inspection of these areas first to ensure 
there are no signs of leakage or other problems.

• Ensure fire protection systems are in good working order and 
operating normally. This is a good time to schedule periodic 
maintenance and inspection by a qualified contractor to 
ensure no issues have developed. Inspection, testing and 
maintenance should be in accordance with NFPA 25, 72 and 
other applicable requirements.  

• Have a licensed contractor or qualified employees inspect 
HVAC systems to ensure they are working as intended and 
necessary maintenance is completed. 

• If electrical systems or portions of the electrical distribution 
were disconnected, these should be restored gradually (with 
no/minimal load) to reduce the risk of transient voltage (surge) 
that can damage equipment and electrical components. 

• If production equipment was idled, follow manufacturer’s 
instructions for the restoring the equipment to normal 
operating conditions. 
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The information, examples and suggestions presented in this material have been developed from sources believed to be reliable, but they should not be construed as legal or other 
professional advice. CNA accepts no responsibility for the accuracy or completeness of this material and recommends the consultation with competent legal counsel and/or other 
professional advisors before applying this material in any particular factual situations. This material is for illustrative purposes and is not intended to constitute a contract. Please 
remember that only the relevant insurance policy can provide the actual terms, coverages, amounts, conditions and exclusions for an insured. All products and services may not be 
available in all provinces and may be subject to change without notice. “CNA” is a registered trademark of CNA Financial Corporation. Certain CNA Financial Corporation subsidiaries 
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To learn more about how to manage your risks and increase efficiencies, local CNA Risk 
Control Consultant or visit our website at cnacanada.ca.


